is a commercialized system developed by Idaho National Laboratory to examine chemical compounds in munitions and containers non-destructively, utilizing the Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA) technique. The PINS system takes advantage of a germanium detector's high energy resolution, and gamma-ray peak analysis provides input to its chemical identification logic using a probabilistic decision tree. Multivariate analysis (MVA) techniques were contemplated with the expectation that they could supplement the current PINS algorithm. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was selected to project gamma-ray spectra into the principal component domain. A PCA-based chemical identification algorithm was tested, and the results are presented in this study.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE Portable Isotopic Neutron Spectroscopy (PINS) is a fieldable system developed by Idaho National Laboratory (INL) to examine chemical fills in munitions and containers non-destructively [1] - [4] . It has been successfully commercialized by ORTEC ® to assay chemical warfare agents (CWAs) around the world [5] . The PINS spectra are collected with either a liquid nitrogen-cooled or a mechanically-cooled high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector to resolve many gamma-ray peaks induced from neutron capture (n, γ) and neutron inelastic scattering (n, n΄γ) reactions on chemical elements. A five-microgram californium-252 source or an electrical neutron generator is used to produce neutrons as shown in Fig. 1 . Background subtraction, energy calibration, peak search and peak fitting are conducted on the gamma-ray peaks included in the PINS peak library. Then, peak intensities and ratios of the peaks (elemental ratios) are used to determine the CWAs in a probabilistic decision tree, and final probability (or score) of each chemical fill in the database is calculated after its corresponding path is traced (see Fig. 2 ). The PINS system's chemical identification algorithm, based on peak analysis with a probabilistic decision tree, has evolved and matured over the years, but input from experienced users remains critical to train the identification logic. In other words, the splitting criteria at the nodes in the decision tree have to be set up by experts who have performed numerous spectral peak analyses on various chemical fills with knowledge of gammaray spectroscopy [3] . Recently, there was internal research interest in applying multivariate analysis (MVA) techniques to applications in homeland security and nuclear nonproliferation. The PINS system was regarded as an ideal application to start with because of its existing database of gamma-ray spectra. A literature survey was conducted to show that Principal Component Analysis (PCA) among MVA techniques has been a favorable classification tool in chemometrics [6] , and its application to the Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA) technique on explosives was demonstrated [7] . Thanks to many other prior studies and resources with enough theoretical and mathematical detail, PCA was chosen to perform chemical identification on PINS data. Also, the PCA technique was considered suitable for building a new T unsupervised learning algorithm since it simply uses a set of unlabeled spectra to reveal their latent patterns. Fig. 2 . An example of chemical identification decision tree in PINS system [3] . An unknown spectrum's likelihood for each chemical fill is calculated by tracing its path to the end, and this tracing is repeated for each chemical fill to calculate its probability. Fig. 3 . (Top) a typical PINS system's HPGe gamma-ray spectrum after background subtraction. Typically, a background spectrum without the object is collected for 1000 seconds and subtracted from a spectrum collected for 3000 seconds with the object. The red dotted line is the Compton continuum fitted with higher-order polynomials. (Bottom) The net spectrum above was divided by the fitted Compton continuum to yield a scaled spectrum. Further, the red-colored peaks were removed because they were mainly originated from iron, chromium and nickel in the munition and containers, not chemical fills. This spectral pre-processing was intended to make all spectra have the same baseline and to convert only peaks of importance in identification of chemical fills.
II. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS ON PINS DATA
A typical PINS system's HPGe gamma-ray spectrum covers an energy range up to 11.4 MeV in 8192 energy bins. First of all, a collection of over 100 gamma-ray spectra with 8192 variables each, i.e., a matrix of 100 rows and 8192 columns, was not manageable in numerical matrix operations and data analysis. Another problem in applying PCA to PINS spectra was that some dominant gamma-ray peaks were produced by iron, chromium and nickel in munitions and containers, not by elements in chemical fills. Also, the Compton continuum and self-attenuation varied with different types of munitions and containers. Unfortunately, a correction to take into account such variations has not been applied to the PINS spectra yet. In order to compensate effects by such measurement parameters to some extent, gamma-ray spectra were initially compressed to reduce the number of variables from 8192 to 4096, and only the subsets from 0.2 MeV to 3 MeV were used to limit the number of variables down to 1000 as shown in Fig.  3 . This spectral pre-processing was simply improvised to reduce computational load and to ease data analysis, but it could give us insight towards feasibility of a PINS system with a smaller HPGe detector or with a detector of poorer energy resolution than HPGe. After the initial reduction in dimension on the net spectra, robust Compton continuum flattening was conducted on the net spectra up to 3 MeV in order to make all spectra have the same baseline. Then, another spectral pre-processing was applied to make the spectra insensitive to types of munitions and containers by removing iron, chromium and nickel peaks from the analysis manually. These heuristic approaches were intended to stand out only peaks from chemical fills when the spectra were projected to the principal component domain.
A total of 152 PINS spectra from 21 different chemical fills (see Table 1 ) were treated with the same pre-processing methods described above, and gathered to form a training set matrix, , and then it was converted into a column-centered matrix, ′. Singular value decomposition (SVD) on the covariance matrix of the ′ leads to ′ , 1 where V is a matrix of eigenvectors, V T is the transpose of V, and Γ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues in descending order. The built-in function of SVD was used to obtain a loading matrix, V, in GNU Octave [9] . Once V is known from the SVD operation, a matrix of principal components, T, is calculated by 1 .
2 As shown in Fig. 4 , the first 30 principal components explain more than 90% of total variance in the training data when the principal components were arranged in descending order of their corresponding eigenvalues. Therefore, only the first 30 principal components were considered significant to be used in the classification. Each chemical fill's pattern was characterized by a feature vector of the means calculated from the individual distributions of the first 30 principal components. Likewise, a vector of the standard deviations was associated to the feature vector of the means for each chemical fill. That is, μi={μi,1, μi,1, μi,3, ⋅⋅⋅, μi,29, μi,30} and σi={σi,1, σi,1 For each chemical fill, the mean and standard deviation were calculated for each principal component as required in (3) . Fig. 6 shows a scatter plot of the mean values for all 21 chemical fills in the PC1-PC2 plane. Also, the 1-σ standard deviations from the mean values are indicated as the error bars in PC1 and PC2 axes, respectively. Subsequently, the spectra in the test set were projected to principal components after the same spectral pre-processing explained in the previous section followed by their identifications summarized in Table 2 . The identification results from the current PINS algorithm are shown in the last column of the table. Each row in Table 2 shows an unknown test spectrum's p-value for each chemical fill, and the cells in gray shade represent cases in which the true identities are the same as those determined by the highest p-values. Two cases, POP in a 4.2" mortar and Composition B in the 155 mm artillery projectile, were misidentified as antifreeze while the current PINS algorithm identified them correctly with 100% confidences. These cases might be caused by the anti-freeze's relatively large standard deviations in PC1 and PC2, which consequently give the first two principal components less importance according to (3) . Interestingly, the current PINS algorithm was unable to identify sand in the 75 mm artillery projectile while the PCA-based algorithm identified it correctly. Also, one of the 4.2" mortar filled with Lewisite (L) was not identified because of its very low pvalues for all chemical fills (less than 0.0004). Such low pvalues suggests that the test spectrum is very unlikely to match any chemical fills under consideration. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The PCA-based identification algorithm performed relatively well, considering that only subsets from 0.2 MeV to 3 MeV of the full HPGe spectra were used. Although more benchmarking tests are necessary with more test spectra in the near future, it is clear that there are a few improvements to be made immediately. First of all, more re-fined input spectra with less outliers would be necessary to train the algorithm to make less errors in chemical identification. This will create a distribution of a small standard deviation in each principal component of a chemical fill. Second, it should be noted that bleaches in the 75 mm artillery projectiles are well separated from the 155 mm artillery projectiles as shown in Fig. 2 and 3 . Consequently, it is speculated that one chemical fill with different types of munitions and containers could be identified uniquely according to their configurations when trained properly. Making separate entries of one chemical fill according to its type of munition or container, i.e., bleach in the 75mm projectile, would be something worth trying for other chemical fills. Finally, the training and test spectra used in this study should be extended further to include more field data of various chemical fills.
In conclusion, an effort has been made to apply the PCA technique to the PINS system's HPGe gamma-ray spectra to identify chemical fills in munitions and containers. There is no doubt that spectral peak analysis would be the best practice to take full advantage of HPGe spectra, and MVA techniques would pair well with detectors of lower energy resolution than HPGe when peaks are not clearly resolved. For the PINS systems with HPGe detectors, it will be a better approach to apply MVA techniques to a set of variables resulted from the PINS system's peak analysis, bypassing the preprocessing and dimension reduction on raw spectra. When properly verified and validated, PCA-based chemical identification algorithm could provide an independent chemical identification to supplement the PINS algorithm since it does not rely on the information from the peak analysis except for energy calibration. This study was initially intended to build a general-purpose MVA framework to support various applications in homeland security and nuclear nonproliferation at INL. Within this context, other MVA-based classification techniques will be continuously studied with the same training and test sets used in this study. 
